21F Silks Club．Swimming Pool
20F Wellspring SPA
Suite
19F Presidential
Tai Pan Lounge

18F Tai Pan Floor

3O THINGS

TO DO

5F
4F
3F

Balcony Lounge
Function Rooms
Silks House
Grand Ballroom
Lobby．Gallery

2 F Robin's Grill & Teppan
Illustrator NAHO OGAWA

1F

A wondrous Japanese woman
who utilizes graceful and
delicate lines, illustrates with a
sense of playfulness and New
Yorker style due to her studies
at Parsons School of Design.
She travels while illustrating
and has worked with various
magazines, fashion brands,
department stores in US,
Japan, Hong Kong,
South Korea and Taiwan.

Brasserie． azie
Regent Gift Shop
Noble House
Regent Galleria

B1 Impromptu by Paul Lee
Galleria
B2 Regent
Taste Lab．Secret Garden
Honke
B3 Mihan
Health Club

B4 Parking
B5 Parking

27 Regent Academy* – Tai Chi

*(exclusive for in-house guests)

Balance the Mind, Body and Soul

Looking to restore your Ying and Yang? Join Regent Academy’s Tai
Chi session, a popular form of exercise that fuses movement, martial
arts and meditation. Return to the daily bustle with a renewed mind,
body and soul.

21 Rooftop Outdoor Swimming Pool

Continue your workout routine at
the outdoor pool heated all-year round
Swim at our 21F outdoor pool fully heated year-round. It is
a spectacular setting to de-stress with some exercise or for
you to continue your workout .

22 Wellspring SPA

Pamper yourself at the consecutively award-winning Taiwan’s
Best Hotel SPA

Relax at our Wellspring SPA,
which won World SPA Award’sTaiwan Best Hotel SPA three times
consecutively, and offers a range of
treatments inspired by wellness traditions around the world.

23 Regent Taipei Tea Experience

Indulge in all things tea-rrific

Taiwan tea is renowned worldwide; get the full experience at
Regent Taipei – from Oriental Beauty Tea Spa, Sparkling Tea,
Taihu Taiwan Oolong Craft Beer, Tea Pairing at Robin’s or shop
tea products at Regent Galleria’s Charm Villa or Cha Cha The.

24 Gallery

Relax with nightly live music at the hotel lounge

During the evening, catch some live music with a drink as you
draw an end to your day. Unwind to the band’s melodies and
soak in the cheerful ambience.

25 Photo Butler Service

Record your stay on Instagram with
our industry-leading personalized service

Enjoy the world’s first photo-butler service - our enthusiastic
concierge staff will happily snap your photos for you to
upload to social media during your stay!

26 Health Club

Spin off the calories at our spacious and
well-equipped health club

Squeeze in a workout at our health club equipped with state
of the art fitness facilities, personal trainers, and an array of
classes from yoga to our exclusive spinning classes!

28 Regent Academy* – Calligraphy

*(exclusive for in-house guests)

Travel in time through the beauty of Chinese Calligraphy
The Chinese traditional characters are a recognized art form learn to use the Scholar’s Four Jewels- calligraphy brush, ink,
paper and ink slab to create your own cultural beauty.

29 Regent Academy* –

Silks Palace Imperial Treasure Feast

*(exclusive for in-house guests)
Revisit the Centuries with
Silks Palace’s Historical Feasts
After a tour of the National Palace
Museum, which houses renowned
Chinese treasures, dine on Silks Palace’s
signature Imperial Treasure Feast, with
each dish resembling a prized artifact
exhibited at the museum. Experts also
explain each dish in this educational
gourmet experience!

30 Regent Academy*– Explore Dadaocheng

*(exclusive for in-house guests)
Retrace Luc Besson’s Taipei Favorites
The Hollywood Luc Besson Movie LUCY is set at Dadaocheng,
highlighting its fabric market, and streets filled with century-old
Chinese medicine and dried goods. Explore Taipei’s most historic
district through the viewpoint of an international director!

3O THINGS
in

TO DO

15 Regent Gift Shop

7 Robin's Grill & Teppan

1 azie

Slurp on CNN-Recommended Champion Noodles
Slurp on the champion of the 8th International Beef Noodle Festival, the
only five-star hotel noodles recommended by CNN.
Enjoy butter-sauteed mushrooms,
delicious beef shank and clear-broth!

2 Taste Lab

Experience gourmet creativity and
innovation at this lifestyle lab
Sit back, relax and enjoy various gourmet
adventures, guest chef events and dining
experiences at this space located at Regent
Galleria B2 – the intersection of gourmet, creativity
and innovation.

3 Impromptu by Paul Lee

Savor seasonal tasting menus at
Chef Paul’s Michelin Table
Feast on Michelin-winning delicacies through a seasonal tasting
menu and a unique chef’s table dining style at restaurant
Impromptu, located at Regent Galleria B1. Impromptu is
founded by Chef Paul Lee.

Refuel with the best salad bar, prime beef and
gourmet theatrical performance in town
Robin's offers the classic yet distinguished
charcoal-grilled prime beef and the best-in-town
salad bar with greens from local farmers at the Grill,
while the finest ingredients dance up on the fingertips
of chefs in an almost-theatrical gourmet performance
at the Teppan.

8 Secret Garden

Enjoy an urban glam picnic at this city oasis
Offering customers the perfect respite from shopping,
Secret Garden is an urban garden offering artisan
handicrafts, floral collections, refined takeaways and
seasonal luxurious branded afternoon-tea sets.

Bring a slice of Regent Taipei
with you home
Deciding on gifts to purchase?
Come to the Regent Gift Shop,
where you can find pineapple
custard pastries, champion beef
noodles as thoughtful yet delicious
Taipei souvenirs for your family
and friends.

16 Jean Paul Hevin

Indulge in authentic Parisian
Sweets created by MOF master
patissier Jean Paul Hevin
Try this leading French MOF master chocolatier offering
authentic French-imported ganaches, pralines, truffles
and more. The gourmand favorite uses only the best
cacao beans and reflects true chocolate artistry.

17 Taiwanese Pastries

Sample the traditional taste of Taiwan
Jiu Zhen Nan is one of the most renowned Taiwanese Local
Pastry Shop over a century old, consistently offering
exquisite handmade Chinese pastries and popular snacks
for all occasions!

9 Silks Club

*(priority given to members and in-house guests)
Sample the pinnacle of Shanghainese cuisine
Silks Club serves authentic Shanghainese
cuisine, expertly prepared by Regent Taipei’s
most senior executive chef in an intimate
setting with an excellent view of Taipei.

10 Lady M

Bite into the legendary New York City mille
feuille
Treat yourself to a satisfying slice of sweet
heaven, perfectly layered mille feuille, at this
Lady M shop located at Regent Taipei’s 1F.

18 Taiwanese Tea

Buy fashionably modern Taiwanese tea and gifts
Enjoy the beauty of tea curated by the same team as the
international Taiwanese fashion brand Shiatzy at Cha
Cha The, or drink a cup of tea from Charm Villa featuring
premier Taiwanese tea and uniquely patented reddot
design awarded goldfish tea bags.

4 Silks House

Embark on a culinary journey of
Chinese Cuisine & Calligraphy
Head to Silks House which offers exquisite neo-Szechuan and
Cantonese delicacies and an environment that blends the
graceful beauty of Chinese calligraphy and contemporary design.

11 Regent Galleria

Sprinkle luxury on your daily life
Located at B1 and B2 of Regent Taipei, Regent
Galleria houses the world’s finest brand boutiques
and provides a platform for quality dining, shopping
and event experiences as well as personalized
shopping service, members reward programs, VIP
lounge, exclusive events and showrooms, Shopping
Butler Service, guided tours, and personalized
deliveries.

12 Hermes

5 Mihan Honke

Warm your soul at the Shabu Shabu and
Sukiyaki one-stop destination
Mihan Honke is a culinary showcase of the beloved Japanese
Shabu Shabu and Sukiyaki – get your Japanese cuisine fix at this
one-stop Japanese culinary destination.

Dress Up Your Home

Shop Taiwan's only complete Hermes Furniture
Collection at Hermes Regent Galleria location, and add a
touch of legendary luxury to your favorite interior designs.

13 Chanel

Revel in Chanel’s four stories of elegance
Chanel operates a four story store at Regent
Taipei. Discover the most complete selection of
classy and fabulous Fashion & Accessories,
Eyewear, Fragrance & Beauty, Fine Jewelry &
Watches etc.

14 LV Luggage Shop

6 Brasserie

Fill up at the most queued afternoon tea buffet in town
Dine freely at this CNN-recommended buffet, featuring open
kitchens and sumptuous selections of delicacies around the
world.

19 Finest Jewelry

Bedazzle in Style
Housing many world’s finest jewelry boutiques, Regent
Galleria offers a range of luxury jewelry. Bedazzle
yourself in style with brands such as BVLGARI,
Chaumet, Harry Winston, Mikimoto, Damiani, Anna Hu
and more!

Discover the world’s only
bespoke LV Trunk Shop
Discover Louis Vuitton’s
iconic bespoke trunk
collection and the
brand’s unique legacy
of craftsmanship at
this world’s only
bespoke LV
Trunk shop.

20 ROU

Enjoy Taiwan’s first personalized charcuterie
storage and slicing service
Located at Regent Galleria B2, ROU
provides an unique service where
guests may place their purchased
cuts in-store and return regularly
for slicing services.
A must-visit for your
perfect charcuterie plate!

